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 ۠ٷۗۨٷۡۙۜۨٷۋ ۢٷ۠ٷۦۨۧ۩ۅ ۙۜۨ ۣۚ ۢۨۙ۠۠۩ۅ
ۺۣۙۨۗۑ
ېۅۅڻۛۦۣڻۘۛۙۦۖۡٷۗڻۧ۠ٷۢۦ۩ۣ۞ڻڻۀۤۨۨۜ

 ỀặặẰếẴẹ Ẻằ ếẳẰ ỀẾếẽẬặẴẬẹ ۦۣۚ ۪ۗۙۧۦۙۧ ۠ٷۣۨۢۘۘۅ
ẬếẳẰẸẬếẴẮẬặ ẺẮẴẰếỄ

ۙۦۙۜ ٺۗ۠ۆ ۀۧۨۦۙ۠ٷ ۠ٷۡۇ
ۙۦۙۜ ٺۗ۠ۆ ۀۣۤۨۢۧۦۗۧۖ۩ۑ
ۙۦۙۜ ٺۗ۠ۆ ۀۢۨۧۦۤۙۦ ۠ٷۗۦۣۙۡۡۆ
ۙے ۙۦۙۜ ٺۗ۠ۆ ۀ ۙۧ۩ ۣۚ ۧۡۦ

ۘۙۢۨۨۙۧ ۧھۢۦۣۜۜۗۧۦۈ

۩ک ۣ۩ۈۜې ۘۢٷ ۧ۫ۙک ۘۦٷۗۜې ںۣۘۢۡۡٷۈ ۠۩ٷێ

ڼү  ڿҮ ۤۤ ںҰҰҰڽ ۨۧ۩ۛ۩ۅ ڻ ڽڼ ۙ۩ۧۧۉ ڻ ڼЏۣ۠۩ۡۙ ң ڻ ۺۣۙۨۗۑ ۠ٷۗۨٷۡۙۜۨٷۋ ۢٷ۠ٷۦۨۧ۩ۅ ۙۜۨ ۣۚ ۢۨۙ۠۠۩ۅ
Ұڼڼھ ۠ۦۤۅ Үڽ ۀۣۢۙ۠ۢ ۧۜۙۘ۠ۖ۩ێ ںҮۀڿڿڿڼڼڼҮھҰҮۀڼڼڼۑڻҮڽڼڽڻڼڽ ۀۉۍۆ

ҮۀڿڿڿڼڼڼҮھҰҮۀڼڼڼۑۓۨۗٷۦۨۧۖٷڻۛۦۣڻۘۛۙۦۖۡٷۗڻۧ۠ٷۢۦ۩ۣ۞ڻڻۀۤۨۨۜ ۀۗ۠ۙۨۦٷ ۧۜۨ ۣۨ ٺۢک

ۀۗ۠ۙۨۦٷ ۧۜۨ ۨۙۗ ۣۨ ۣ۫ۈ
 ۙۜۨ ۣۚ ۢۨۙ۠۠۩ۅ ڻۘۙۢۨۨۙۧ ۧھۢۦۣۜۜۗۧۦۈ ڻҰҰҰ۶ڽڿ ۩ک ۣ۩ۈۜې ۘۢٷ ۧ۫ۙک ۘۦٷۗۜې ںۣۘۢۡۡٷۈ ۠۩ٷێ
ҮۀڿڿڿڼڼڼҮھҰҮۀڼڼڼۑڻҮڽڼڽڻڼڽۀۣۘ ڼүڿҮ ۤۤ ںڼң ںۺۣۙۨۗۑ ۠ٷۗۨٷۡۙۜۨٷۋ ۢٷ۠ٷۦۨۧ۩ۅ

ۙۦۙۜ ٺۗ۠ۆ ۀ ۣۧۧۢۧۡۦۙێ ۨۧۙ۩ۥۙې

ھڽڼھ ۪ۣۋ үڽ ۣۢ ңңڽڻھڼڽڻۀҢڽڻҮڽھ ۀۧۧۙۦۘۘٷ ێۉ ںېۅۅڻۛۦۣڻۘۛۙۦۖۡٷۗڻۧ۠ٷۢۦ۩ۣ۞ڻڻۀۤۨۨۜ ۣۡۦۚ ۘۙۘٷۣۣ۠ۢ۫ۆ
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HIRSCHHORN' S IDENTITIE S

PAUL HAMMOND , RICHARD LEWIS AND ZHI-GUO LI U

We prove a general identity between power series and use this identity to give proofs
of a number of identities proposed by M.D. Hirschhorn. We also use the identity
to give proofs of a well-known result of Jacobi, the quintuple-product identity and
Winquist's identity.

1 INTRODUCTION

We suppose throughout that q is a complex number with \q\ < 1; this condition
ensures that all the sums and products that appear here converge.

In January 1998, Mike Hirschhorn conjectured (written communication) that
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74 P. Hammond, R. Lewis and Z-G. Liu [2]

and asked for proofs. Here,

{qa\qa\ ... ,g°fc; A c := fa^Ax^Ooo • • -(9°*: Ax,,

where

n=0
We also write

[z;q]oo •=  iz;q)oo{z~lq;q)O0,

and

(1-1) [z\,z2,...,zn\q}00 := [zi;g]oo[z2;g]oo---[zn;<?]oo

for z\, Z2, • • •,  zn  ̂ 0. (The function [z; q]^ is a close relative of the Jacobian theta func-
tions. Indeed, with z = e27rix, q = e2™, we have 9i(irx \ T) = iq1/sz~1^{q: q)^; q} ,̂
see [10, p.470]). With this notation, note that, as a function of z,

(1.2) [z; g]oo has simple zeros at z = qk, for k 6 Z,

an essential singularity at 2 = 0 and no other zeros and no poles. We have the simple

and easily verifiable properties:

(1-3) [z'1; g]oo = ~z~l[z\ q}oo = [zq; q]oo

(1-4) [z, zq,--- , zflf*- 1; gfc]oo = [z; ?]«,

(1.5) ^ ^ •••, C / £ - 1 ^ ; 9 ] oo = [zfc;9':]oc

where £ = e27rt//fc, and we note that it follows from (1.3) that

(1-6) [z~lq;q]oc = [z;q]oo-

Jacobi's well-known triple product identity (see [4, Section 19.8.1] or [6] for an analytic,

respectively, combinatorial proof) states that

(1-7) (q;q)oo[z;q}O0

With this notation (1.1), it may be readily checked that all the identities (H) are
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instances of:

V ^ Mn2+(x-t)n y ^ Mn(n-l)+{x+t)n+ t V ^ Mn2+(z+t)n V ^

neZ neZ ngZ n&L

= 5 qMn(n-l)/2+tn y  ̂ qMn(n-l)/2+xn

which, by (1.4) and (1.5),

and this, by (1.7),

(18) = 5 ^ qMn(n-l)/2+t

n£Z ngZ

and it is the general identity (1.8) that we prove in Theorem 2 below.

2 T HE PROOF OF THE IDENTITIES

Suppose q £ C\{0}  (with \q\ < 1). Following [2], say that zo,wo e C\{0}  are
equivalent if ZQ = qnwo, for some n € Z.

LEMMA. Suppose f : C\{0}  -¥ C is anaiyfcic save for some isolated simple poles

and suppose that f satisfies

(2.1) f(qz)=q-1f(z),

for z ± 0. If V is a complete set of inequivalent poles of f (V is necessarily finite),

then

(2.2)

PROOF: First note that, if / : C\{0}  -^ C satisfies (2.1) and if z0 and w0 are
equivalent points, ZQ = g"iyo, say, then WQ is a simple pole of / if and only if ZQ is a
simple pole of / and

res (/; z0) = lim (z - zo)f(z)
Z-*ZQ

= lim (qnw-qnwo)f(q
nw)

ui-noo

= lim qn(w — wo)q~nf('w)
W-*WQ

= lim (w -wo)f(w) = res( / ;w0) .
W—Hog
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Thus the choice of V is immaterial in evaluating the sum at (2.2). Now let A:— {z :

r\q\ ^ |z| < r}  (r > 0) be a half-open annulus in C, centred at the origin. So A

includes its inner boundary circle, S2 — {w : \w\ — r\q\}, but not its outer boundary

circle Si = {z : \z\ = r}. The non-zero poles of / are isolated and so we can, changing

r, if necessary, suppose that neither S\ nor S2 contains any pole or zero of / . It is

plain that every z 6 C\{0}  is equivalent to a unique point in A and that distinct points

in A are inequivalent and so we may take V to be the set of poles of / in A. Now

But if w £ 52, then w = qz, where z £ Si. We have dw = qdz and f(w) = f(qz)

q~1f(z) and so

L I  q-i»(/; z) = JL  I f{z)dz _ _L I  q-i f{x)gdx = 0. Q

(This Lemma is really a disguised form of a well-known property of elliptic func-
tions; namely, that the sum of the residues of an elliptic function at its poles in a period
parallelogram is zero.)

THEOREM 1. Suppose ax, a2 , . . ., an; bi, b2,---,bn&  C\{0}  satisfy:

(i) aj and a,j are inequivalent, for i ^ j .

(ii ) aia.2-..an = bib2..-bn. Then

(2-3) E ^  =°"

PROOF: Define

;

Condition (i) shows that T has only simple poles in C\{0}  and that {ai , 02, . . ., an}

is a complete set of inequivalent poles. Taking into account (1.3), condition (ii) shows
that (2.1) is satisfied. Now the residue of T at a*  is

res {T\ ai) — lim (z - ai)J:{z)
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n
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i

[aia^-,1

n

> = 1

1 fz-ai
, .2 Aim , j .

1 — 1 # 1

j

(9!9)~ ft \0iaj\qU

(2.3) now follows from (2.2). D

Theorem 1 appears as [8, (7.4.3)], though no proof is given. The author states that
it is a consequence of the 'general theorem' on (Weierstrass) sigma functions and refers
to [10, p.451, exercise 3], where again no proof is given. The proof given here appeared
in [7]. We can now prove

THEOREM 2. Ifx,t,MeZ and 0 < t < M, then

V^ Mn2 + (x-t)n y *  Mn(n-l) + (x+t)n _j_ t ST  ̂ Mn2 + {x+t)n V~* Mn(n

n€Z n€Z n€Z n€Z

(2.4) = \ ^ qMn(n-l)/2+xn V^ Afn(n-l)/2+tn

PROOF: Take n = 3 in Theorem 1 and q2M for q and set

(<H, o2, a3; 6i, 62, 63) = (1, q2t, qM+t\ -qx+t, -qM~x+\ ql).

The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and (2.3) gives

h-( I + 1) |_f (M- t + 1) i f t ; ( | 2M] oo {_q-(x-t)_q-(M-X-t)qt.q2M

+

We use (1.3) to write this as

,
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or

~x-*;

since, by (1.6), [qM-'\qiM] 00 = [qM+x;q2M]oo- Now multiply each side by {q2M;q2Mfx
and use (1.4) and (1.5) to get

>2

'o o

which, as we pointed out earlier, translates by way of (1.7) into (2.4). D

Now (2.4) appears in Hirschhorn's work (it is [5, (2.1)] after applying the triple

product identity), so he had already proved the identities (H) he was asking about as

well as their generalisation (1.8). His proof of (2.4) is very different from that given

here. He multiplies together two copies of the triple product identity and sorts the

resulting equation into even and odd powers of q. (2.4) also appeared in [3] with more

or less the same (that is, Hirschhorn's) proof.

3 THREE MORE IDENTITIES

Theorem 1 can plainly be used to generate a large number of identities of the same

type as (2.4). (infinitely many, of course). We shall give three more applications of

Theorem 1.

1. Our first application is another of Jacobi's marvellous identities. Taking n = 3

and q2 in place of q and with (ai ,a2,a3; 61,62)63) = (l,-q,-q2,q,q,q), Theorem 1

gives

[ g W f c , , [ i ; q ] i , , [g;g]go = n

[-q-\-q-2;q2]oo [-q,q~W]oo H?2,<?;<?2]oo

from which, with (1.3) and (1.6), we get

(3-1) - f a q2}l  -q[-l\ q2to + H i q2]l  - 0.

Noting that [—l;<72]oo = 2(-g2;q2) , this translates into Jacobi's identity

8 /• 00

{
/ •o o - .8

IK 1-* 2"- 1)
*'n= l '

(According to [10, p.470, footnote], Jacobi said of this identity that it was an 'aequatio

identica satis abstrusa'.)
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2. We now use Theorem 1 to derive the quintuple product identity [2], which in
one form states:

(3.2) T ^ r (« «)« = { [ A ; <73]oo + z[z-3q; ^ }  (q3; q3)^

If we set n = 3,w = e2ir i /3 and (01,02,03:61,62.63) = O s , * "1 , ? ; ?1 / 3 , ?1^ , ?1 / 3^ 1 )
in Theorem 1, (2.3) becomes

,

which, with the help of (1.3) and (1.5), gives (3.2).

3. Finally, Winquist's Identity [9], namely:

[x;  q]oo[y, gloofrjT1; q]oo[xy; q]oc(q;

{x[qx-3;q3)oo ~ [qx3; q3}^^3;q3)l - [*V]oo {

also follows from Theorem 1, where now we take n = 6 and

(Oi , 02, 03, 0 4 , 0 5 , 06! 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66)

We omit the details.

4 CONCLUSION

We have seen that Theorem 1 is very powerful and has many applications. A
variant of this Theorem was used by Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer to prove the Dyson
conjectures on the ranks of partitions [2] and, in [7], the Theorem was again used to
prove some other theorems about ranks. For these reasons, it would be very interesting
to have a bijective/combinatorial proof of Theorem 1; such a proof might well lead to
a bijective/combinatorial proof of the rank theorems, whose statements are, after all,
combinatorial in nature. But even the formulation of a such a version of Theorem 1
seems fraught with difficulties.

Note that, in Theorem 1, the parameters 01,02,.. ., an are required to be inequiv-
alent. This condition ensures that the function T defined in the proof of Theorem 1
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has only simple poles, but what would we get if some of the Oj were equivalent and so

then the function T has poles of order ^ 2 ? Now the function

g/z) = [azbz^zyqj
z[z, z, abcz; q}^

satisfies (2.1) and so

(4.1) res (G; 1) + res (Q; (abc)'1  ̂ = 0.

It turns out that (4.1) leads to a striking identity relating a theta product and a sum
of Lambert series from which many theorems on sums of squares may be deduced. A
paper on this identity is in preparation [1].
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